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EYEBYSSAL 
Rent corpses, gnashing teeth, oceans of blood, these are 
the key ingredients to make these horrific monsters. 
Eyebyssal are not created from living matter and are 
instead forceful amalgamations of whatever ocean-
dwelling mass can be found. The violence inherent in 
many of these deaths congeals into a spark of evil 
energy, pulling the torn bodies together in a flash, 
birthing a new eyebyssal. 

Wholly Unique. Each eyebyssal is a distinct creature, 
sharing only a passing resemblance to their cousins. 
They generally feature six to twelve tentacles, one to 
three large eyes, a series of smaller eyes, a large toothy 
maw, and a necromantic magical aura. The animals that 
fulfill these parts are always different and rarely 
translate directly into the part of the body they become. 
They need not even be built from sea-faring creatures 
alone, any corpse thrown into the ocean will do. Though 
it is rare, some eyebyssals have human appendages or 
faces mixed in and even rarer versions sometimes have 
dragons and demons as part of their whole. Regardless 
of their original composition, their ideals and desires are 
generally the same, chaos, carnage, and children.  

Born of Blood. Eyebyssals are created when blood 
and violence reach a critical mass within a singular 
space, something that rarely happens naturally but 
becomes somewhat common when intelligent species 
begin exploitative fishing tactics. As soon as they are 
created, they are fully aware of themselves and the 
world around them, having one overarching goal, to 
create more of their kind. They will immediately set off 
to the nearest collection of living things, rip them 
asunder, and collect the corpses in a small pile nearby. 
It will continue this process as many times as it takes in 
order to build up enough evil energy to spawn another 
eyebyssal. This process is not an easy one, not only 
because some creatures fight back, but because the 
amount of violence within an area must reach an 
intense threshold within a small window of time to be 
effective. This birthing ritual fails more often than it 
succeeds and sometimes several piles of torn bodies 
can be found by underwater explorers, clearly marking 
the eybyssal’s territory.  

Mind the Mindless. All eyebyssal are created as 
nearly mindless forces of death, desiring only to eat 
and make more of themselves. With each new 
successful birth, the creator eyebyssal gains more and 
more control over themselves, eventually becoming 
sapient and, on rare occasion, even hyper intelligent.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is a slow process and the line between craven 
beast and cunning strategist is never clear. After a time, 
the older eyebyssal will begin commanding their 
offshoots, sending them further and further out in 
order to create an army of themselves. Their end goal is 
always the same, to replace all life on a given plane 
with their own. To this end, they may begin to act upon 
the outside world using more dangerous tools than 
their teeth, such as politics and religion. By the time a 
nation realizes it was being manipulated by an 
eyebyssal, it is likely too late to save them. 

Under the Sea. Though eyebyssals are born in the 
ocean, they are not bound to it. They have little issue 
moving outside of the water and even into the far 
reaches of space. They prefer the ocean, as it is where 
they are most comfortable, but many can spend years 
outside of the ocean before ever needing to return to 
rest. The only thing that is not possible for them outside 
of the sea is the birthing of new eyebyssal, something 
that frustrates them greatly. The most cunning among 
them will use their power and influence to raise the 
water levels of a world, eventually resulting in the 
entire planet becoming one giant breeding ground.  

Lairless. Eyebyssals do not typically have lairs, 
though they may take residence in the lair of another 
creature. They enjoy moving from one place to another 
and consider hiding in a single location to be antithetical 
to their quest for constant carnage.  
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